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General Economic Overview – Quarter 1 2020 
 
On a number of occasions we have been in the position of commenting on how one quarter’s return has 
differed sharply from the previous quarter, but the events of the first quarter of 2020 have taken this to 
another level. The word unprecedented is frequently used as a descriptor for what has happened in the 
last two months and it is probably the most appropriate choice at this point during the current global 
pandemic. The data changes we have seen in all countries across the globe has been striking in its speed 
and reach. From a position of significant recovery in equity markets at the end of 2019, we have seen a 
rapid deterioration in sentiment and market levels with many main markets down by close to 40% at their 
peak. The cause of course has been the Coronavirus outbreak which we believe started in the wet markets 
of China but soon found its way across the rest of the globe. The virus itself does not appear to be as 
deadly as some we have seen previously, such as swine flu or SARS, but it is very virulent and has the 
potential to overwhelm most health services if not managed appropriately.  
 
The next two to three weeks will be critical for most of western markets with Spain and Italy now 
overtaking China in terms of the number of Covid-19 deaths, and the US having more cases than any 
other country across the globe. During the next few months it should become evident whether the 
lock-down policies in place in Europe and elsewhere are starting to work. Modelling suggests that 
the peak of active infection rates should be reached in early to mid-April, but the actual path of 
reported cases depends on the ramping up of testing and increasing our knowledge of how it is 
spread. 
 
The response has been significant from central banks and governments both in the form of monetary and 
more recently fiscal policy. At the same time we have seen the need to provide a blank cheque to the 
various health services across the different regions. In the UK we are well aware of the potential strain on 
the NHS and this is why the government have had to move to a policy of suppression from an initial one 
of mitigation. Suppression has meant a partial lockdown for the population in an attempt to smooth out 
the peak of the virus and to reduce the potential overload on the NHS. The policy response has been 
significant with huge levels of stimulus promised from governments around the globe. The economic fall-
out of effectively stopping activity other than vital businesses such as food and logistics is huge. Most GDP 
forecasts for the first half of the year are now indicating negative numbers with a high degree of 
uncertainty thereafter.  
 
The policy response has seen the UK inject various amounts in several packages including a £330bn 
support package in late March, the German, French and Italian governments have made a similar 
response and the US has just agreed a £2 trillion package on the 28th March 2020. These packages are all 
aimed at keeping markets working and businesses supported whilst cash flow is severely restricted or 
stopped altogether. Global companies have more resilience to the situation, and cheaper capital will help, 
but this cannot last forever and uncertainty is causing investors to run to cash. Even safe haven assets 
such as US treasuries have come under liquidity pressure in the last month with the Fed having to step in 
and provide liquidity as well as offering what has been termed as QE infinity.  We have begun to see a 
level of co-ordination in this respect with similar policies being delivered across the world’s largest 
economic powers. There is no doubt that the stress on the system is high as we enter the second quarter. 
Late in March we saw US jobless data jump to 3.28 million a worrying, if very short-term, trend.  This type 
of data is likely to get worse before it gets better.  
 
There are some signs of hope from areas which have progressed further along the timeline, such as China 
and other Asian countries. China seems now to be moving back to a level of normality in terms of 
industrial production, even in the areas which were at the epicentre of the outbreak such as the city of 
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Wuhan. Caution remains a byword however as social activity is still restricted and there remains the threat 
that there will be a second phase if we relax too soon. 
 
If a recovery were to take place we would need to see improving data on infection rates and death rates 
in the West alongside more testing and information on population immunity. The initial belief that it 
would be a V shaped recovery is losing some momentum because of the lack of global co-ordination in 
policy but also because of the fear of a secondary phase of infection in the autumn and the speed at which 
economies can gear up again after a standstill of these proportions. 
 
Equity Markets  
 
The effect on equity markets has certainly been dramatic with the fall in markets across the globe very 
significant. Whilst the falls have been relatively indiscriminate there are certain sectors that have been 
worse hit than others, such as the leisure and travel industries as well as the retail and energy sectors. 
The oil related companies have suffered in the downturn as, at the same time as the virus outbreak, we 
saw a breakdown in the production agreements between the oil producing countries causing a significant 
reduction in the oil price across the globe.  
 
The virus outbreak has caused investors to move to safe havens and cash without much thought for the 
longer term. This has been exacerbated by the algorithmic trading programmes that many investors now 
use such as stop loss programmes, as well as the huge level of passive holdings which frequently track 
market indices and have to auto re-balance, all of which have added to the speed of market falls. It is not 
just human behaviour and sentiment driven investing that has caused such falls, it is also the uncertainty 
of the likely effect on the global economy of a shutdown, albeit on a temporary basis and how this will be 
reflected in earnings which will be hit badly for most companies. No investor knows when this shutdown 
will end, or even if it eases, at what stage normal trading conditions can be reached. Markets have 
recovered when support packages have been revealed but often these bounces are very short lived with 
no obvious light at the end of the tunnel.  Liquidity is an important factor and equity markets need to take 
this into account as well as trying to figure out how the trajectory of earnings looks now. Economists have 
not yet concluded on the size of the hit to global GDP, but it is clear from a range of micro-indicators (such 
as measures of traffic congestion in major cities) that current activity levels have plummeted. The latest 
data on earnings forecasts that has been seen reveals a surge in downward revisions to EPS forecasts. For 
the S&P 500 March has been the second worst month of downward revisions since the series began, and 
was only worse at the height of the 2008 crisis. The actual nominal EPS forecast level is probably going to 
be cut a lot further.   
 
UK  
 
Whilst we are not, for once, focusing on the likely Brexit scenarios, this has unfortunately been replaced 
by a different crisis – that of Coronavirus. The UK faces one of its most difficult periods as the country has 
moved into a partial lockdown to reduce the threat of the virus and take pressures of front line health 
resources in the NHS.  
 
The economic consequences are significant in terms of growth in 2020 with the likely out turn being 
negative for the year as a whole, even if we get a second half recovery, which is what we think the current 
market is pricing in.  In the UK the domestic biased companies have been hardest hit with the larger 
globally based companies seen to have longer term resilience. 
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The picture for the UK is similar to the rest of Western Europe and relies upon us controlling the spread 
of the virus and then developing a degree of population immunity prior to a vaccine being developed. 
There are many ifs in this process and the more optimistic believe that we can get back to some semblance 
of normality by the summer months. Predicting this point is very difficult and not one we would attempt 
to do at this stage. What has perhaps been forgotten is that when we get through this crisis, we then have 
to address the issues that were in place before – which means returning to Brexit negotiations. 
 
US  
 
The US has in the last few days of March become the country with the largest number of infected people 
of any country around the globe, focussed on the Eastern Seaboard and New York State. This is some way 
from the messages given by the President at the beginning of February, that the US would be unlikely to 
suffer any significant effect from the ‘China Flu’, a little optimistic perhaps?  The US is and will be for some 
time to come the key global economic powerhouse and any significant issues with the functioning of its 
economy certainly affects the rest of the world. Covid-19 has spoilt the positive trajectory the economy 
was following which President Trump had hoped would be maintained to boost his re-election hopes. The 
fear for the global economy is that the US does not take enough measures to counter the outbreak. At 
the moment there has been a mixed response with certain states in lockdown and others more relaxed. 
Federal leadership has not been as much in evidence as other countries would like, and a global effort is 
needed to bring an end to the spread of the virus.  
 
In terms of growth the US looks equally likely to fall into negative growth in the first few quarters of the 
year but if it follows the same pattern as Asian economies then the second half of the year may see a 
significant improvement, subject to the virus being closed down. One area of strength in the US remains 
the tech sector which, although seeing falling valuations, has not suffered in the same way as say the 
consumer or energy sectors. The world in general has suddenly embraced communication technology like 
never before and, as is often the case during time of extreme stress, this has speeded up innovation and 
adoption of new technologies. The US tends to lead the way in these sectors.  
 
Europe  
 
Europe, like other western economies, is struggling to deal with the issues raised by the current outbreak. 
The worst hit countries have been Italy and Spain with each probably a few weeks ahead of much of the 
rest of Europe including the UK. The reasons for the severity of the Italian situation are difficult to define 
exactly, but there are cultural and geographical reasons why they have had a worse outbreak than other 
regions in Europe.  
 
Different countries are taking very different approaches in handling the virus outbreak, from total 
lockdown in many countries to a more relaxed attitude in the Nordic countries, particularly in Sweden 
where mitigation rather than suppression is in force, aiming for herd immunity.  
 
The economic position varies for different economies within Europe but economic activity is set to be 
severely hit this year as the pandemic disrupts supply chains, hits tourist flows and dampens both 
domestic and external demand. In addition, the outbreak could exacerbate the fragilities of those banking 
systems which are burdened by a high stock of bad loans, as well as strain debt sustainability in countries 
with heavy public debt-to-GDP ratios. The economy is seen contracting 4.1% in 2020, which is down 5.1 
percentage points from last month’s forecast.  
 
Governments are reacting in ways not thought possible just weeks ago.  In mid-March, the German 
government announced that approximately EUR 1.1 trillion would be mobilized to combat the severe 
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economic fallout of the Covid-19 pandemic. This will be partly financed through a supplementary budget 
encompassing new borrowing of around EUR 156 billion euros, which was made possible by the easing of 
the constitutionally-imposed debt brake — an unprecedented move. 
 
Like most of the global economy we are in a period of uncertainty with no defined end point nor any 
understanding of how long it will take to build back to normality thereafter.  
 
Asia & Emerging Markets 
 
The Coronavirus first surfaced in China in late December 2019 and its impact quickly spread, shutting 
down Wuhan and Hebei province and restricting economic activity across the entire country. Over the 
past few weeks there has been increasing evidence that the success of the lockdown in China has 
sufficiently reduced community transmission to allow at least a partial reopening of economic and social 
activity. Data released at the end of March showed China’s manufacturing index rebounded to record an 
unexpected expansion in March having fallen sharply in February, rising to 52.0 in the month according 
to the National Bureau of Statistics. More than half of the surveyed enterprises have resumed work and 
resumed production. This comes after February saw a record low for a number of key economic indicators 
including a 17% year-on-year fall in exports. When first quarter GDP data is released in mid-April, it is 
expected to show the first official decline in year-on-year output since 1976. China still has concerns of a 
resurgence of Coronavirus and moves by some local governments to ease restrictions by reopening 
theatres and tourist attractions have been reversed by the central government, but currently, virtually all 
of the new cases recorded in China have been non-local transmission by those returning from abroad.  
 
Other countries which were behind China into the virus driven downturn such as South Korea have been 
slower to show signs of economic recovery although the spread of the virus has now slowed. Factory 
production data in February contracted at its fastest rate since the global financial crisis, hit both by 
production disruptions and falling demand. India and now Vietnam have announced lockdowns of their 
populations which will impact on economic activity. A challenge for China, and in fact the entire Asian 
region, is contending with a collapse in overseas demand even more severe than during the GFC period 
and Chinese port activity has lagged the rebound in domestic activity. The World Bank has warned 
coronavirus will knock 4% points off GDP growth in emerging Asian economies in a best-case scenario. 
 
Overall, there is increasing evidence that countries first into the crisis will be first out. In Hong Kong and 
Singapore stringent testing and isolation of suspected and potential cases has resulted in a lower level of 
impact on economic activity with, for example, restaurants remaining open throughout the period. 
 
The dramatic fall in oil prices driven by the break-up of OPEC+ production controls is an overall positive 
for Asia but not so for many other emerging regions. Both Latin America and Russia have been impacted 
by this with the currencies of Russia, Mexico and Brazil falling sharply to name but three. As in the late 
2015 oil sell-off, commodity exporting countries face a significant deterioration in their terms of trade. 
There could also be concerns about the credit worthiness of certain countries heavily dependent on oil 
exports. Adding to problems, healthcare systems and cramped household living arrangements in 
developing countries means they are far worse placed to deal with the Coronavirus if it takes hold.  
 
The strong US$ is also causing problems for countries with large current account deficits and estimates of 
outflows from EM debt funds of $17bn in the 7 days to 25th March demonstrate the problem, with over 
$47bn withdrawn in the past four weeks, equivalent to just over 10% of assets under management. As a 
result the cost of capital of many emerging market countries has risen. The strength of the US currency 
risks corporate defaults for business which have borrowed in US$ but have local currency revenue 
streams.  
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Brazil emerged from recession in 2019 but looks certain to see negative growth in 2020 making it a difficult 
environment to push through the necessary reform agenda. The country’s President, Bolsonaro, has so 
far refused to take the Coronavirus seriously describing it as ‘sniffles’. Mexico, also a significant oil 
exporter, has refused to implement strict social distancing to date. In Russia where the authorities have 
now responded drastically to the recent spread of the disease will likely see Putin use bans on mass 
gatherings (including future protests) to his political advantage but the decline in the currency had put 
the expected consumer revival there on hold. 
 
Overall, within the broad emerging market region, Asia looks better placed to come through the crisis 
faster and stronger than elsewhere and there are arguments that Asia may well benefit, especially China, 
versus the rest of the world. In a culture where it is deemed unacceptable to engage in actions which 
harm others, society has been better placed to fully embrace social distancing and other state imposed 
measures for the overall good. Whilst at this stage PE and dividend yield valuation measures are 
meaningless, price to book may be the best metric for investors to look at. In Asia ex Japan this metric fell 
to 1.075 on 26th March, only a little above the lows of the financial crisis when it traded around book 
value. Historically these sort of valuation levels including both the GFC and Asian crisis have been 
attractive entry levels for long term investors.  
 
Japan  
 
The Japanese economy, like most around the globe, has not been able to shelter from the effects of the 
Coronavirus. The base case for growth in the region as we entered 2020 was positive, although on a 
declining trend looking at China data. Japan had announced an increase in its sales tax which, despite 
pledges of central bank support, was having a negative effect on domestic spending. Government policies 
had had mixed effects. There were some positive signs from export led data but this was effectively wiped 
out as the global economy was hit by Covid-19. Yen-denominated merchandise exports fell 1.0% in 
February in year-on-year terms, after dropping 2.6% in January, largely due to lower machinery 
shipments, which make up nearly one-fifth of total merchandise exports. The reading marked the 15th 
consecutive decline in exports. Imports slumped 14.0% in February, after dropping 3.6% in January. The 
Jibun Bank composite Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) slumped to 35.8 in March from 47.0 in February, 
according to a flash reading, suggesting private sector activity declined from the previous month at the 
fastest pace in nearly a decade. The services PMI led the decline, falling to 32.7 in March from a revised 
46.8 in February (previously reported: 46.7), marking the lowest reading since contemporary records 
began in September 2007. The spread of Coronavirus caused new business orders in the services sector 
to slow, and led to headcounts being cut at the fastest pace in over four years.  
 
To add to this, in recent days the Tokyo Olympics has been postponed until 2021 which had been expected 
to boost the economy significantly towards the end of the year. The Japanese stock market fared better 
however, not falling as far as others around the globe given valuations were not as high entering into 
2020.  
 
Fixed Interest 
 
Entering into 2020 we had, like many investors, expected relative stability in fixed interest markets after 
cuts in 2019 showed how central banks would respond to any negative data. There were also encouraging 
signs from governments about likely fiscal support with monetary policy seemingly having a reduced 
effect. This was of course turned on its head by mid-March as governments and central banks rushed to 
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deliver packages of support to a global economy that was in a rapid shut down. The most obvious outcome 
of current policy initiatives has been the lowering of rates and the increase in spreads.  
 
The mechanics of the government bond market are now determined by how the global policy response 
to the crisis gets financed. Interest rates have been cut to what central banks believe to be the effective 
lower bound.  Bond yields are lower than official rates on some parts of some yield curves but generally 
the level of official rates will set the floor for longer-term government bond yields. The surge in borrowing 
that will result from all the fiscal support is not going to be financed by pension funds and insurance 
companies but by central banks through quantitative easing and other programmes.  With the lower 
bound on official interest rates creating an effective floor and massive bond purchases creating a ceiling, 
bond yields might find it hard to move much at all in the foreseeable future. For return seeking investors, 
this relegates the asset class somewhat and even in multi-asset portfolios, the hedging properties of 
bonds may well be curtailed for some time. 
 
There has been remarkable levels of intervention by the authorities, including the direct purchase of 
corporate debt and the bankrolling of credit facilities aimed at preventing a financing disaster. This should 
limit the rise in the ultimate worst-case scenario for credit investors – massive defaults on debt that 
destroy investor wealth. In that respect, the widening of credit spreads should be seen as an attractive 
entry point as long as sentiment is driven by the belief that things will get better in months and not years. 
 
In credit markets the issue of liquidity has been conveniently ignored but before the US Federal Reserve 
(Fed) announced its latest package of support, the US credit markets were in danger of completely seizing 
up. The spread on the 1-3-year sector of the investment grade US corporate bond market was trading at 
53bps in February 2020, it peaked at 443bps on the 23rd March and is now back down to 350bps.  
 
Elsewhere in the credit markets, spreads remain elevated and are generally at recession levels. The 
encouragement, if any, comes from the fact that they have been brought back from the brink. For some 
time investors have been worried about the large share of BBB-rated companies in the investment grade 
indices and those concerns are now being realised with big borrowers at the lower end of the investment 
grade market getting junked. Some investors will be forced sellers of these fallen angels. It is not clear 
whether the pockets of dedicated high yield investors are deep enough to absorb a big increase in paper 
in the high yield market. It will take time for this to settle to a new equilibrium. Meanwhile, traditional 
leveraged high yield companies will face financing issues as they tend to burn through cash pretty quickly 
when revenues decline. Access to credit markets should be there but it won’t be as easy for leveraged 
companies as it is for the better quality large cap names.  
 
Companies need credit facilities and even more so as cash flows seize up – rates are accommodative but 
do not protect the smaller businesses that have a more hand to mouth existence. Governments are having 
to become more innovative in how they support this area of the market as well as the larger economic 
critical businesses such as the airlines, travel and auto industries.   
 
Property  
 
The property sector has had a difficult time of late with physical property struggling with valuations and 
REITs and property shares being victims of the indiscriminate selling of all shares as Coronavirus concerns 
took hold with investors.  
 
For property investors this is a nervous period as transactions decline and the value of assets is difficult 
to ascertain. We have seen in the retail fund market that all physical property funds have had to suspend 
dealing because the official body of valuation professionals have declared a material problem in being 
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able to value assets. The underlying issues for the sector prior to the virus outbreak remain, in that the 
area of distribution / logistics / warehousing is popular due to the demand for last mile delivery, same 
day delivery, click and collect etc. but this has pushed up purchase prices and driven down yields in this 
sector. At the same time the office sector is fragmenting, as the value of city centre offices rises, the value 
of many out-of-town office parks falls. Retail units and town centres already under pressure from online 
now face an even steeper recovery path as the economy is effectively shut down for an unknown period. 
This is not helped by the additional pressure on rents with many companies closed down, unless essential, 
meaning cash flow is under severe pressure. The UK government have developed packages to alleviate 
some of these issues, suspending business rates and providing loan capital though banks but debt has to 
be paid back and the length of the shutdown is unknown.  
 
The global REIT / property securities market is sensitive to interest rate movements and is dominated by 
US assets within the global REIT space, therefore the path and outlook for US interest rates and US 
economic growth will be important influences on future returns.  Whilst falling rates are generally seen 
as positive, the current economic context of the rate falls is clearly a negative.   
 
There is no easy answer to the current situation for real assets such as property and many investors will 
have to remain locked out of these assets for several months to come.  
 
Summary  
 
This crisis is very different to the last time we saw markets fall as far as they have done since the beginning 
of the year. Unlike the GFC this is not about balance sheets but about a lack of supply and demand 
operating at the same time.   
 
At the time of writing, the virus had been registered as infecting 870,000 people around the globe causing 
43,000 deaths, the largest number in Italy but with the United States and other western countries several 
weeks behind and likely to see peaks in several weeks’ time. The reaction to the virus outbreak has been 
far from co-ordinated and it is certainly part of the reason why it has become far more widespread than 
anticipated in January when the outbreak was first identified in China. The most widely accepted strategy 
is now one of suppression or lockdown, reducing the spread of the disease to allow for a manageable 
strategy to be employed by global health care services. There remains shortages of testing kits and 
personal protective equipment for health care workers (PPE) with a vaccine some way off at this point in 
the research process.   
 
There can be no doubt that this has hit the global economy very hard, in most cases turning low levels of 
growth into negative levels of growth. The numbers can be quite demoralising with markets down 30-
40% and economic growth expected to be negative for the first two quarters.  
 
Trying to step back from this, the three factors consistently referred to in previous investment bulletins 
will drive the long-term direction of markets. These are Fundamentals, Valuation and Sentiment. 
Fundamentals have clearly deteriorated and sentiment is negative. Valuation is harder to assess as 
historic and especially current forecast PEs are meaningless. Price to book could be a more appropriate 
valuation measure and even historic dividend yields will not be accurate in the light of already announced 
dividend cuts/suspensions, clearly corporates have zero visibility at present.  
 
Today’s crisis is unique with governments now deliberately steepening the recession curve in order to 
flatten the infection curve to save lives. We are witnessing an economic stop which brings huge risks. To 
avoid these, governments need to step up with fiscal support of truly emergency proportions to secure 
the financial survival of both businesses and individuals until such time as the health crisis passes. 
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Thankfully this is now at last happening on a global basis and is supported by the monetary policies of 
central banks.  
 
This combination of economic and medical policies (suppression) should drive a market rally. The short-
term caveat is the influence of the situation in the US on global markets as it is likely in the developed 
world excluding the US that infection rates will drop substantially over the next 2 to 3 weeks. Markets are 
heavily oversold and this is also a positive. Markets rallied on the passing of the US stimulus package but 
as the US has not tightened up restrictions and case numbers continue to rise this will be hard to sustain 
in the short-term. The trigger for an initial meaningful rally lasting more than a few days is likely to be 
signs of peak intensity in the west including the US, or a belief that suppression will be introduced 
effectively there.  At the moment estimates suggest that only around 42% of the US population live in 
areas where restrictions or suppression measures have been put in place.  
 
Investors will have to weigh up the possibility of lower markets before this decline in numbers is reached, 
versus the prospects of a sizeable rally even if it is only a bear market rally when news improves. When 
evidence emerges that measures to control new outbreaks globally are in place, or after a further sell off, 
then there will be arguments in favour of committing some cash to equities. A long-term rally (the start 
of a new bull market) will need evidence that suppression can be relaxed without a massive spike in the 
infection rate or a vaccine emerges that is widely available. In other words when economic reality or 
something like it can return.  Until there is certainty on this investors need to remain cautious as there 
are still significant risks for markets if the economic downturn lasts longer and turns into a global 
depression even if this is not the central case.  Investors will also have to live with heightened volatility in 
both directions especially in the US where a huge volume of trading is done in a mechanistic manner. This 
is the big structural change in markets over the past few years which has contributed to the exceptional 
daily volatility seen and to which investors need to take heed.  
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